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Frankenstein and Weston, Ransom and Van Helsing:  

Similar Characters in the Works of Terence Fisher and C.S. Lewis 

By G. Connor Salter  

Few scholars would connect author C.S. Lewis with filmmaker Terence Fisher. Both men 

were Anglican Christians who lived in the United Kingdom during the same period, but their 

works seem totally different. While Lewis is best known today for his fantasy series The 

Chronicles of Narnia, Fisher is best known for such horror films as The Curse of Frankenstein 

and Dracula (released in the United States as The Horror of Dracula). Yet Paul Leggett claims 

in his book Terence Fisher: Horror, Myth and Religion that Fisher’s horror films have many 

Christian concepts, making him “a kindred spirit” with Lewis and other members of the Inklings 

(Leggett 11). 

The connections between Fisher and Lewis become clearer when one realizes Fisher 

always claimed his films were fantasy, not horror. In a 1975 interview for Cinefantastique, 

Fisher stated “Period vampire stories — even Frankenstein — are fairy tales. It is fantasy — 

grim fantasy, and grim fairy tale. That is a pun. But it's a good pun, because Grimm wasn't a 

gentle storyteller, was he?” (Ringel 22). Several writers have echoed this sentiment, such as 

David Pirie who calls The Curse of Frankenstein “a colourful and witty fairy story with a few 

dark twists” (35). Lewis’ colleague J.R.R. Tolkien placed the Grimm Brothers’ tales in the larger 

field of “fairy stories” in his famous essay on the subject (48). In that same essay, Tolkien 

criticized scholars for telling “mollified versions of Grimm” (48), which reminds one of many 

arguments that film reviewers, censors, and scholars have held about the dark content in Fisher’s 

films. One can argue, then, that Fisher and Lewis created works in the same general genre. 
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A comparison of their stories shows they not only both explored Christian ideas, they 

often explored the very same ideas. They particularly both created stories that feature figures 

who may be called “the wise man” and “the blasphemer.” 

The wise man serves as God’s champion to fight supernatural evil. Leggett calls this 

figure “the man of wisdom” (60) or “the Redeemer Hero” (142) and notes he appears in Fisher’s 

best films, particularly as Van Helsing in Dracula and Brides of Dracula. For Lewis, this figure 

is Professor Kirke1 in The Lion, The Witch, and the Wardrobe and Ransom in the Space Trilogy. 

The wise man not only fights supernatural forces, he learns to calmly accept their 

existence. In Dracula and Brides of Dracula, supporting characters are shocked by vampires’ 

existence and struggle to kill them. Van Helsing, however, usually handles these situations like a 

doctor performing surgery. He may become excited or intense as he fights, but vampires present 

no existential crisis for him. 

Ransom reaches a similar perspective over the Space Trilogy’s first two books, Out of the 

Silent Planet and Perelandra. When he travels to Mars (or Malacandra) in the first book, 

Ransom at first feels shock but eventually adjusts to the planet. By the novel’s end he 

understands Malacandra better than Weston, a scientist who’s visited several times. In one scene, 

Ransom detects an angelic being called an eldila, which Weston dismisses as an illusion (Out of 

the Silent Planet 125). In Perelandra, Ransom calmly speaks to an eldila who enters his home 

(Perelandra 18) and just as calmly tells a friend he’s taken a mission to travel naked in a coffin-

like vessel to Venus (or Perelandra) to fight evil forces (Perelandra 19-26). Ransom admits “the 

                                                           
1 Professor Kirke does not physically fight evil forces in The Lion, The Witch, and the Wardrobe, but he does so as 

the titular character in The Magician’s Nephew. Thus, his full character arc across several books qualifies him as a 

“wise man” figure.  
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absurdity of it” (Perelandra 21) but is clearly not shocked by the absurdity. Like Van Helsing, he 

accepts strange events as part of his battle for goodness. 

Although the wise man accepts the supernatural, he shows caution before revealing his 

knowledge. Frequently, he instead prods people to find things out on their own. In Dracula, Van 

Helsing discovers his friend Jonathon Harker has become a vampire. After staking Harker’s heart 

to free his soul, Van Helsing visits Harker’s fiancée, Lucy Holmwood, and her family. He 

explains Harker has died but avoids giving the cause. Later, Lucy shows signs of vampirism and 

dies, after which her brother Arthur blames Van Helsing for bringing trouble to his family. Van 

Helsing gives him Harker’s diary, which he says details Harker’s death in his own words. After 

reading the diary and investigating claims that Lucy has risen from the dead, Arthur discovers 

vampires exist. He then joins forces with Van Helsing, who finally tells him everything. 

Professor Kirke makes a similar move in The Lion, The Witch, and the Wardrobe. Peter 

and Susan ask Kirke’s advice because their sister Lucy claims she visited a magic world, which 

they assume means she’s either lying or insane (Lewis 47). Kirke suspects Lucy is being honest 

because he has visited magic worlds himself, but he doesn’t reveal this. Instead, he asks, “How 

do you know… that your sister’s story is not true?” (Lewis 47). He insists they apply logic to 

their problem, leading them to consider that other worlds may exist and Lucy may have entered 

one (Lewis 47-51). Kirke knows telling Peter and Susan everything will not help until they 

believe in magic. So, he motivates them to find the truth themselves. 

Lewis and Fisher also both use the wise man to comment on the power of laymen to 

serve God. Leggett points out Brides of Dracula contrasts Van Helsing against a medical doctor 

who doesn’t believe in vampires and a priest who can’t fight them (60). The priest seeks Van 

Helsing’s help with a vampire outbreak and provides information and holy water. But when the 
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priest tries to hunt a vampire, he clearly “lacks the practical skills for combating evil” (Leggett 

60). 

Lewis makes a similar contrast in That Hideous Strength. The novel features two 

clergymen, a former priest who serves as the Bracton College Bursar (Lewis 35) and Reverend 

Straik, “the Mad Parson” (Lewis 76). Both men are clearly described as having lost their moral 

awareness. Meanwhile, the characters fighting against evil are headed by Ransom, a former 

language teacher, working with several men and women who are all laymen, theologically 

speaking. One of them, Macphee, doesn’t even believe in the angelic beings guiding Ransom; he 

just recognizes evil enough to fight it. So, Lewis reaches the same conclusion as Fisher: the 

person who can truly fight evil must do more than just wear the cloth. 

Opposite the wise man stands the blasphemer, who seeks knowledge humans are not 

meant to have. For Fisher, this character is Baron Victor Frankenstein,2 “the first, and most 

sustained character” (Leggett 15) of his horror films. For Lewis, this character is Weston in the 

Space Trilogy and Uncle Andrew in The Magician’s Nephew. 

The blasphemer thinks nothing of exploiting animals or people for his work. Winston 

Wheeler Dixon notes in Fisher’s first Frankenstein film, The Curse of Frankenstein, the Baron 

“has no compunction about misrepresenting himself, using bribery, engaging in a grave robbing, 

even putting his fiancée at risk if it will further his experimental research” (240-241). In the 

second film, Revenge of Frankenstein, the Baron runs a charity hospital so he can amputate 

patients’ limbs for a new creature. In the third film, Frankenstein Created Woman, he watches an 

employee get unjustly executed for murder, then uses the body for experiments. In the fourth 

                                                           
2 To improve readability, this character will alternatively be referred to as ‘Frankenstein’ or as ‘the Baron’ 

throughout this paper. 
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film (aptly titled Frankenstein Must be Destroyed), he blackmails a couple into helping him 

commit burglary, kidnapping, and murder. The last film, Frankenstein and the Monster from 

Hell, shows the Baron at his most manipulative: he works in an insane asylum, harvesting 

inmates’ limbs for his next project, even leading one inmate to commit suicide because he wants 

the man’s brain. When the resulting creature starts to lose its mental capacities, Frankenstein 

plans to cut his losses by making it impregnate a female inmate. 

Weston shows a similar attitude in Out of the Silent Planet. Readers first meet him when 

he and his colleague Devine are trying to force a handicapped boy into their spaceship (Lewis 

13-16). When Ransom intervenes, Weston tells Devine, “We ought to have a dog in this place,” 

and Devine replies “You mean we should have a dog if you hadn’t insisted on using Tartar for an 

experiment” (Lewis 14). Weston later shows reluctance when Devine convinces him to take 

Ransom instead of the boy, but only because he saw the boy as subhuman (Lewis 21). In the end, 

he sees everything as tools for his “great cause” (Lewis 21). 

Uncle Andrew uses similar logic in The Magician’s Nephew. He tells his nephew 

Diggory how he used guinea pigs for experiments with magic dust and some of these pigs died 

naturally while others exploded (Lewis 24). When Diggory notes the cruelty, Uncle Andrew 

responds, “how you do keep getting off the point!... That’s what the creatures were for” (Lewis 

24). This is precisely the kind of thing Frankenstein says throughout Fisher’s film. After making 

the magic dust into rings which send users to other worlds, Uncle Andrew wants to learn where 

users go and if they can return (Lewis 24-30). So, he manipulates a little girl named Polly into 

accepting a ring (Lewis 16-17), then makes Diggory (an equally young boy) use another ring to 

try bringing her back (Lewis 26-27). According to Uncle Andrew, his work means he is “freed 
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from common rules” (Lewis 21), and as Stephen Fitzpatrick puts it, “if people or animals must 

suffer in order for him to make his gains, then so be it” (1). 

Not only will the blasphemer use anything in his quest, he will usually keep trying to 

succeed no matter what. Over five Frankenstein films, the Baron makes six creatures. All these 

creatures commit murder – the one in Frankenstein Created Woman even becomes a serial killer 

and the first of two creatures in Revenge of Frankenstein contemplates cannibalism (Legget 19). 

The only creature to survive an entire film is the second creature in Revenge of Frankenstein, 

which Frankenstein transfers his own brain into so he can fake his death. However, his behavior 

worsens with each film, so he never becomes nor creates a healthy human which can compare to 

other humans. Despite such clear failures, the last film ends with Frankenstein cleaning his 

trashed laboratory to start again. “I’ve been thinking about what went wrong,’ he informs his 

assistants: “too much reliance on surgery, too little on bio-chemistry.” 

Uncle Andrew doesn’t show this obsession, but Weston certainly does. Out of the Silent 

Planet ends with Weston humiliated and nearly dying on a forced journey back to Earth; but he 

uses space travel again in Perelandra, still convinced he can conquer worlds. Interestingly, 

Frankenstein and Weston both ultimately sever their minds from their bodies. As previously 

noted, Revenge of Frankenstein ends with Frankenstein transferring his brain into a body he’s 

built, thus having him “become his own monster” (Leggett 19). In Perelandra, Weston tells 

Ransom he’s allied himself with a cosmic force he believes God and Satan are both based on 

(Lewis 80). When Ransom resists this idea, Weston asserts he is one with this force and 

summons it into himself, causing demons to possess his body (Lewis 82-83). He becomes what 

Ransom calls “the man-aged corpse, the bogey, the Un-man” (Lewis 105), all very Frankenstein-

esque terms. 
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Plot and style differences aside, Terence Fisher and C.S. Lewis clearly explored similar 

ideas. Drawing on their Christian beliefs, their works often followed humans trying to usurp God 

or God-fearing humans fighting dark forces. As such, their works showed a strong understanding 

that fairy tales can explore the spiritual roots of good and evil.  
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